FAVOR FOREVER CIRCLE
Membership Roster

Gene and John Aiken
Carol and Bill Alewine
H. Ralph Anderson
Peggy Anderson
Judith and Bo Aughtry
Sheilah and Buck Baker
Marcia and Scott Baker
Carla and Dustin Barber
Marcia and Charles Barker
Marcia and James Barker
Thomas M. Bates Jr.
Paula and Arnold Batson
Laura and Mike Baur
Jacqueline Bechek
Nancy and Lee Bennett
DiAnne Arbour and Jay Bergen
Keith Block
Connie Bobotis
JoAnn Bristow
Sue I. Brooks
Carmen and Larry Brotherton
Vicki and Craig Brown
Teresa and Elton Buffkin
Donna and Denton Burnette
Marguerite M. Campbell
Lisa and John Chapman
Sara Chastain
Tammy and Nazrul Chowdhury
Sandy and Don Cockrill
Georgia and Lewis Cole
Toni Collier
Darlene and Steve Coogler
Anne and Dick Copelli
Jane Rush Davenport
Robert C. Davis
Kathy and William Deeter
Lauren and Stephen Demosthenes
Polly and Paul Dilworth
Randy Dobbs
Catherine Dugas
Gay and Frank DuPree
Gretchen and Joe Erwin
James E. Farish, Jr.
Lisa and Michael Fawcett
Eva Marie and Tom Fox
Fielding and Gally Gallivan
Joseph Galloway
Aimee and Hunter Garrett
Mary Kaye and Billy Gault
Jeanette and Andy Goldsmith
Nancy and Paul Goldsmith
Peggy and Ed Good
Kathy and Steve Grant
Laura and Mike Greer
Elliott and Justin Grow
Priscilla and John Hagins
Tracy and Charles Hardaway
Becky and Bobby Harness
Jennifer and John Harvey
Glenn R. Head
Ann and Jim Herbert
Heather and Glenn Hilliard
Lisa Hines
Anonymous
Nicole Houser
Shaler Houser
Sally Jo and Charles Houser
Howard E. Houston
Paul E. Jackson
Melissa and Rich Jones
Kelly and Stan King
Leanda and Marvin King
Jeri and Sam Kleckley
Kim and Jimmy Klotz
Lacey and Joey Klotz
Kristina and Gil Kraemer
Jon Kubu
Tricia and Rick Lawdahl
Ashley Lee
Linda and David Lilly
Shan and Jim Lipscomb
Helen Lorenzen
Sarah and Will Lucas
Sarah and Philip Mabeger
Barry and Emmet Martin
Garland and Fleming Mattox
Tricia Herbert McDougal
Liliana and Rod McGee
Will McKibben
Elizabeth and James McKissick
Mike and Mary McNicholas
De Ila Meyer
Valerie and Chuck Miller
Mary Louise Mims
Lisa and Mark Mincey
Suzanne and William Misiaveg
Taylor Mourne
Vickie Neighbour
Meredith Noon
Dorianne K. Norwood
Kathryn and Ben Norwood
Linda and Frank O’Brien
Ben O’Hanlan
William and Claudette Oliver
Kelley Smith O’Quinn
Laurie Halter and Thomas Patrick
Jo Lynne Pearce
Laura and Bill Pelham
Nancy and Richard Pennell
Patty and John Phillips
Sherry and David Poole
Donna and David Potts
Jane F. Pressly
Caroline and Sammy Riddle
Ashley and Bill Runge
Regina and William Sayeh
Cathy and Garrett Scott
John Scovil
Susan Scovil
Gerald and June Scroggs
Carolyn Semps
Minor and Hal Shaw
Ginger Sherman
Jerry Shive
Peg and Charles Smith
Jennifer and Tony Sorrentino
Martha and Stewart Spinks
Dianne Asbill Stephenson
Nancy and Joe Stephenson
Cathy and Mark Stewart
Stephanie and Bill Strange
Debbie and Bo Stuckey
Sydney and Ed Taylor
Joni Thomas
Phil Thomas
Reid Thomas
Cheree and Mack Thomas
Neill M. Timmons
Janice and Rob Traynham
Barbara and Jim Twining
M.G. and George Tyda
Anne and Jack Vance
May Beth and Bubba Watts
Susy and Billy Weaver
Teresa Hrubala and Billy Webster
Lori and David Weinstein
Bev Whitten
Lynda and Tim Willis
Suzanne and Harold Willson
Nancy Thomas/Charles Wofford
Blake Wolfe
Diane Smock and Brad Wyche
Mimi Wyche and Davis Enloe
Lee and Hubert Yarborough
Janie and Lynn Yeargin
Mary Ellen and Robert Yeargin
Lynn and Danny Youngblood
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